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Abstract: Most examples that lead to communication and deception indicate our plans to maximize the use
of low-frequency statistics and statistics and reduce network connections. The current process may be the
result of most of the trade in public, not to be enjoyed using the fonts installed in the cell phone. Our
approach provides an opportunity to communicate in all communications and communications. In
comparison to other methods that use monitoring, our method is consistent with using the number,
reduces the connection and decreases the correct rate. In addition, our approach provides access to
communication and access, but overall monitoring is relevant to social mediation. In an environment
where the GS does not work, the fault can use home use. See sites, machines, and methods that make a lot
of mistakes in the site environment. The situation may not only depend on the nut and the environment.
Our approach is to simply build traffic surveillance and it is very important in connection with network
vision. Most internet skills take place in the text. Finally, we have a high failure line to use our road.
Keywords: Node Failure Detection, Localized monitor, FPS, Network Traffic, failure node, disconnected
network.
I. INTRODUCTION:
A method used by most current surveys depends on
monitoring the development. All messages should
always be encrypted, using heartbeat noodles as a
sign of failing the node. Finding scores is not worth
keeping track of the connection. In this paper, we
recommend an exceptional setting that can
combine the check, location testing, and the
bandwidth to confirm the spying of the nails on the
mobile [1]. In particular, we recommend two plans.
Finding mobile phones on the cell phone is
extremely difficult because cellular connection can
be greatly enhanced, the connection can never be
connected, and resources are limited. In this article,
we have a probable situation and suggests two
plans to detect the failure of the node which
integrates the monitoring of the site, the
comparison of the site, and the join together.
Compared to the methods of monitoring, our
approach may be less likely to lower the cost and
lower cost.
Previous Study: A special test on test-and-ACK,
heart attack and gossip are relevant only for related
systems. Study on how to find the use of high-tech
communications: it takes time to complete
discouragement information between each set of
lines, using specific sites to access a website, after
sending a list of information to some of the
research centers [2]. The probe and ACK settings
require a focus on providing information to other
teams. It's our way of knowing how to use the fog.
II. CLASSICAL METHOD:
A method used by most current surveys depends on
monitoring the development. All messages should
always be encrypted, using heartbeat noodles as a
sign of failing the node. This method assumes that
it is still in the middle of the laptop to reach the
center and is therefore relevant only to specific
communications. Another way depends on
monitoring, when leaders move their messages to
their neighbors and jump into the local area
through heart message messages. Surveillance of
the soil will only result in the disposal of the exit
road and is used effectively for use of the node on
the current problem policy: When attached to on
mobile devices, the current way of life is naturally -
whenever it takes a drum Stopping the message
from the other side B, A, cannot be accomplished
by B because the no message that can be derived
from package B goes away from something other
than the failure of the node. It is a common
problem with the ACK experiment, promoting and
informing strategies that are important only to




We suggest something that seems to include careful
surveillance monitoring, seat comparisons, and
handles to prove the drop-in cell phones. Above all,
we recommend two plans. In the foreground,
whenever a node cannot be heard, in failure A, the
person uses the analysis of B and the boundary
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responses to determine if B is absent or not. faith.
In the background, you collect boundary
information and use the information to make a
decision. The first plan is to make the relationship
be compared to the background [4]. However, the
background is the information fully used on the
boundaries and can better achieve in ignoring the
use and accuracy. Policy Benefits: Sample
demonstrations show all plans to achieve high
levels of exposure, low frequency numbers and low
frequency communications. In comparison to
monitoring methods, paths up to 80% use more
than the previous one, and decrease the number of
numbers and will be higher than the average. low
cost. Our approach provides an opportunity to
communicate in all communications and
communications. In comparison to other methods
that use monitoring, our approach has the same
effect on number use, reduces connection with the
low rate.
Primitives: When conducting two machines, they
record the evidence from each other and share
information in the original records. There are also
some people with the node authority in the area that
connects with each other. the collection of fatal
injuries. We think of a special time using the unit
of seconds. Each flap supplies buckets. the initial
application, some open windows, relocation of
dangerous substances. The second reason is to use
research and rescue for travelers in western areas.
The level of failure depends on the nodes and the
environment. Most Internet access is based on text.
In the end, we make a maximum limit of using the
use of the application via our way. We do not think
that any skin of the skin has each of the same
flaws. In the meantime, a laptop has only one heart
of heart seeds cast at a time. In an environment
where the GPS does not work, the laptop can use
homeowners. Different machinery and methods of
placement differ widely in placements [5]. The
connection of the two circuits mentioned above is
in the opposite direction. Our way is very strongly
in the error of comparing pd and pc, as evidenced
by our example. Using our method, it is an
important factor in failing to check the fact that
there is at least one active node in selecting A,
sometimes t. That is why we call for use with no
direct information, the same. To avoid spread
media messages separately in the B key, we think
When a timer starts with a number too often, and a
message about B questions has been sent when the
timer expires and has not heard any questions about
plan B. It is different from the small edition for
why the first person collects information from the
boundaries after determining what B might not be
able to use. all information [6]. Generally, since the
low percentage is low, it is helpful to use the plan
as a result of many of the above factors we will
consider our plans three-way model: the walk of
the Levites. Additionally, we assume that the
chance of failing is the same node as the fall of the
bus. We note that our plans do not have this idea.
We compare our plan to two plans, known as
interviews and processes. A monitoring box located
in the center of the area. The Node's failure to
supply it to the malfunction. The balance of the low
level of error in our plan is due to the fact that the
failure of the node can be close to the lapse of
leaving the outdoors, as the list of the building
cannot be close to both. This means penalties
between programs that utilize the monitoring and
use of individuals to use monitoring. Not
surprisingly, the contact is decreasing when the
heart is aroused. However, when the heart is more
visible, comparing the equation causes many
questions and answers, as well as the many injuries
of the power [7].
IV. CONCLUSION:
Our approach provides an opportunity to
communicate in all communications and
communications. In comparison to other methods
that use monitoring, our method is consistent with
using the number, reduces the connection and
decreases the correct rate. In this article, we
provide an option that defines two strategies for
using node deficiency that includes surveillance
monitoring, site tracking, and device usage. nails
for mobile devices the other mode is based on the
monitoring of watches, which connects local lines
to your friends and one of them inside the other to
get up in the heart of the heart. Our method
depends on specifying locations and the use of
heart failure symptoms for the lines to observe each
other. So, it does not work if you do not have
information about the site or if you have an online
chat. Developing good ideas for individual
perspectives is still in the future. Examples of
examples show our plans to achieve high levels of
value, lower rates and many media
communications. We also express the value of
using disclosure and lack of information.
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